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dispossess. Most distraught of poets—and his dis-
traughtness ultimately passed over into insanity—
Holderlin lived in a distraught age. Schiller had the
advantage of being older, more firmly rooted in the
pre-revolutionary eighteenth century; and he might
well cherish his placid vision of Olympos. For
Holderlin, on the other hand, the gods of Greece
were no unperturbed rulers over a kingdom of
beauty; but rather gods shuddering unceasingly
under the Damocles-sword of a soulless Nemesis,
a Schicksal. That there was a pessimistic foil to the
Hellenism of the classic age I have already tried to
show; but it was as nothing compared with the
sinister pessimism in Holderlin's soul, a pessimism
which was ultimately to destroy his faith in Greek
beauty and in life itself; to drive his Empedocles
to immolate himself in Etna. Eighteenth-century
Hellenism was still an Apollo-governed Hellenism;
but the Romanticists had dethroned Apollo and set
the tragic Dionysos in his place.
The Romantic age was always stronger in theory
than in practice ; and it would be profitable, had we
time, to study the attitude of the Romantic thinkers
to the Greek gods, from the penetrating Greek
studies of the great ideologue of Romanticism,
Friedrich Schlegel, to the philosophy of Schelling,
and in the Romantic mythologists from Creuzer
onwards. They all deal, explicitly or implicitly, with
the problem that interests us. It may seem more
reprehensible that I have not found time to dwell
upon the attitude to our question of Hegel, this great
Romantic thinker, part of whose mission would seem
to have been to destroy Romanticism : one after the
other he drew the veils of his metaphysical abstractions
across the Romantic firmament, and the light of its
stars went out. Can it be wondered that on the gods
of Greece he had a peculiarly stultifying effect?
They fade away under his scrutiny into abstractions;
or rather, let us say, they retire from a conflict not

